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AN IMPORTANT DISCOVERY.
Gawler, June 27.
Mr. Percy Ifould, a student of the Adelaide School of Mines, lately made an interesting discovery while on a prospecting tour in the Humbug Scrub near Onetree Hill. He found an aboriginal shelter, which contained drawings of birds, reptiles, animals, tracks of birds, and other hieroglyphics. During this week Mr. J. S. Brooks, of Smithfield, accompanied by a party of gentlemen, paid a visit to the vicinity, and discovered another shelter. It is understood that Dr. Stirling and other scientists intend to make a thorough examination of the drawings. It is believed that the latter are of ancient date.

My dear Spencer,

Above taken from today's Adelaide Advertiser, the place mentioned is within 50 miles of Adelaide and easily accessible. The Register accounts in a little fuller relates that the shelters are in sedimentary rocks, but none of the drawings can be less than 60 years old as the tree has been known to have been cut down not less
That time. I do not wish others getting some one to make drawings. I hardly want to be in a violent hurry to meet the finish of any I could draw. I have much for these scattered off on Monday's train.

Vide pages 137. Tradition of Snell's. Pancha, you have typed it M. Stewart, not Mr. C. Mac Kenzie.

Pancha means mountain and not

Have just finished reading N.K. which ends at page 138 with Melunidza.

Chapter incomplete, real good stuff and fine. Shall send forward the beginning of this chapter.

If you please it with, what having copies of the Hunting Scout drawings. Cancel and in a capsule, draughtsman from here at a total of about £5.0.0 and of course his opinion as to their